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Dear Friends,
I trust that, with your family and loved ones, you experienced a blessed Festive
Season filled with joy, love, light and peace and the holidays left you relaxed and
rejuvenated.

I spent three weeks in sunny Mozambique with my family and thoroughly enjoyed
their company and especially my 4 year old grandson, Marko.
All too soon they will be going back home: my parents to Portugal and my daughter
and her beautiful family to Croatia.
There is a saying which goes: life is not measured by the breaths you take but by the
moments that take your breath away! I have been blessed to experience many of
those moments during these holidays.
We started the year with the sad news that Deneen (our founder Winnie Young’s
daughter) passed away in Spartanburg, South Carolina (USA) on 6thJanuary. She died
peacefully without pain or discomfort.
Arrangements were made for a funeral in Spartanburg and for some form of
Memorial Service in Durban. Deneen did ask that people not send flowers but rather
make a donation to Mater Homes in her memory.
Our sincere condolences to the family; may her dear soul rest in peace.
On the positive side, it was confirmed that Brigitta Tummon would be conducting the
March Teachers and Teachers-in-Training Workshop at La Verna.
Brigitta is a senior Iyengar Yoga teacher who has been practising and teaching Yoga
since the age of twenty one and Yoga has played an essential role in her life.
Brigitta’s learning and teaching experience has spanned the globe from countries
such as Holland, Switzerland, Greece, Denmark and Ireland. She moved to Cape
Town in 1990. Brigitta is the past chair of the BKS Iyengar Institute of Southern
Africa and continues to play an important role in its Teacher Training.
I am sure we will learn much from her teaching and wide experience!
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Yoga is about sharing and as such, we have a full calendar for the year. The NEC will
be visiting the different regions in order to unify the Young Yoga Institute and keep
everyone informed of decisions taken, as well as involving these regions in the
decision making process.
A BIG thank you to everyone who has availed themselves to make this happen, and
especially Mandy Wienand, Naomi Klingenberg, Pam Badenhorst, Joan Bellairs, and
our own Jeanette Mayhew, Doreen Smit and Helen Charlesworth. You ladies are
amazing and I could not have chosen a better team to take the YYI forward.
I wish to thank Graham Hankin for his invaluable work in updating our books: he is
busy resetting Light a Candle so that we have a digital version similar to that of Basic
Yoga Asanas. He intends digitising the other books in the future so that the YYI can
hold clear masters from which books can be copied. My thanks are also extended to
Etienne Moorcroft for the recreation of the illustrations as repeated reproduction
has deteriorated the originals.
I extend the NEC’s best wishes for a wonderful 2016 and as I said in closing last year, I
look forward to a successful year with the Young Yoga Institute and your invaluable
contribution to make it such.
Namaste,

Isabel Ferreira
Principal
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YJ Asked: Is It Too Easy to Become
a Yoga Teacher?
From Yoga Journal Teach
BY JESSIE LUCIER | JAN 5, 2016
Last year, 14,700 new yoga teachers registered with Yoga Alliance, thanks to
increased interest and a growing number of teacher trainings. But are all of these
newly trained teachers well qualified? Experienced yoga instructors weigh in.
“Many teacher trainings are so rudimentary that, at best, they churn out beginning
instructors. In what other field could you be deemed prepared to teach after just 200
hours of training? Our collective expectation of what constitutes “yoga” today is so
low that anyone willing to lead something resembling a yoga class is considered a
teacher. To be an actual teacher requires years of training, study, and meaningful
contact with a teacher of real consequence and expertise.” —Rod Stryker, Founder of
ParaYoga, author, and international yoga teacher, Carbondale, Colorado
“I’ve seen many people come through teacher trainings who can safely and
effectively teach a good asana class. It’s good that so many people are becoming
instructors because it spreads yoga to those who may not otherwise have found it.
However, even a 500-hour training is not enough for someone to become skilled in
leading others through the full scope of yoga.” —Ben McLellan, Owner of
Underground Studios and Momentum Coaching, Watertown, Massachusetts
See also Why a 200-Hour Yoga Teacher Training Isn’t Enough
“It can be easy to get a teaching certificate, but that is not a guarantee that a student
will become a good teacher or even get a job. The market is saturated with studios,
schools, gyms, and other venues for yoga, but many classes are not full and teachers
are struggling to make a living. Unfortunately, gyms and studios are looking at class
popularity in order to hire, and not investing in newer teachers. This leaves new
teachers without a lot of guidance; they often cave to commercial pressure and end
up teaching more fitness-oriented yoga classes than traditional asana.” —Maty
Ezraty, Founder of YogaWorks and international yoga teacher, Hamakua Coast,
Hawaii
“The fundamentals of the physical aspects of yoga can be easy to learn and teach.
Some yoga teacher training programs thrive on this mentality. However, bringing life
to the roots and subtler aspects of the practices—as well as continuously living the
deeper aspects of yoga—requires a teacher training program of greater duration, and
one that places greater demands on one’s intellect and dedication. While gaining the
title of “yoga teacher” may look easy, integrating and developing the material and
becoming a credible teacher take time, dedication, and hard work.” —Kristen
Townsend, MA, Yoga teacher and longtime assistant to Shiva Rea, Frederick,
6
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See also So You Graduated Yoga Teacher Training—Now What?
“The fact that so many people are completing teacher trainings doesn’t mean they’re
too easy. To us, any perception that a teacher is not properly trained is troublesome,
which is why our programs for teacher training are so vital to the industry. Once new
teachers register with us, they become part of our social-credentialing feedback
system, which combines our standards with ratings from the yoga community.” —
Barbara Dobberthien, COO, Yoga Alliance Registry, Arlington, Virginia
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By Riina Jakubowicz
Most people who want to do Crow Pose are able to do it on the first or second try
with these simple tips, which can help you practice in a safe manner. My students are
always excited and relieved after doing Crow — usually it turns out that all they
needed was the right guidance.
Many people often confuse Crow Pose (Kakasana) with Crane Pose (Bakasana). In
Crane Pose, your knees are up toward your armpits and your arms are ideally
straight. In Crow Pose, however, the arms stay bent and the knees rest on the backs
of the elbows.
Crane Pose is trickier because it requires more flexibility and core strength. With
enough practice, you'll eventually fly into the full execution of both these poses. But
first, let's conquer Crow.
Helpful tips while practising Crow Pose:
1. Say to yourself, I can do this!
2. Remind yourself that you are safe because you are only a few inches away from
the floor if you fall.
2b. If you do fall, do not leap out of the pose and catch yourself on your hands. Try
landing safely on the crown of your head, and then pick yourself back up and try
again. If you need to place a pillow underneath where your head might land, that
could help to get over the fear of falling. You won’t hurt yourself if you move slowly
and deliberately.
3. Practice consciously and methodically, with patience and persistence.
Step 1
Come into a low squat with your heels lifted and your feet hips-width apart. Place
your elbows on the inside of your knees, in the flat surface just above the bend of the
knee. Push your elbows out and lift your hands up so that the palms of the hands are
facing forward.
Step 2
Lean gently forward and place your hands on the floor shoulder-width apart in front
of you, and not below your shoulder. Don’t jump into this position! Keep your head
lifted.
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Step 3
Push your hands into the floor as you lift your hips and bend your elbows until they are
creating a 90-degree angle. It will seem a little scary at first (as if you are looking over
the Grand Canyon), but I promise that you're only a few inches away from the floor.
Check your arms to ensure they are bent just enough. Because of fear, we tend to
keep those arms straighter. Don’t do that. Bend them 90 degrees and trust yourself.
Step 4
Lift your right foot up slowly, as you continue to activate your arms and core. Hold
here for a moment so that you can make sure you are stable.
Step 5
Now, it's time to lift up your left leg and find your balance and leverage. Maintain
those arms at that 90 degree angle. Keep looking forward in front of your hands. Take
5 deep breaths here, or however many breaths your body can do today.
Gently place your feet back on the floor one at a time and enjoy a moment of “Holy
moly, I did it!”
Start with holding the pose for one second, and keep moving your way up, second by
second as you build up strength. Take time to rest your wrists.
http://www.mindbodygreen.com/0-20213/5-steps-to-conquering-crow-pose.html

3 Ways To Get Into Crow Pose
By Erin Motz
Try these three modifications to cultivate a can-do attitude, instill hope, and motivate
yourself to keep practicing.

Frustration: “I can’t get my knees high enough to lift up!”
Modification 1: Block under feet
Enter the pose as described in the last slide, but start by perching yourself up on a
block. This brings the floor closer to your triceps makes it easier get your knees up
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there. Practice lifting one foot at a time off your block, playing with that until it feels
comfortable. When lifting either foot feels good, you’ll inevitably want to try lifting
both at the same time. Stay as light in the feet as possible as you prepare to lift off,
avoiding dropping weight into your backside. Instead lean in to the hands and have no
fear! Once you’ve mastered the pose from the block, try the same one-foot-at-a-time
approach without the perch.

Fear: “But what if I face-plant?!”
Modification 2: Block under forehead
The biggest fear in Crow? The face-plant! When you’re trying to find your center of
gravity, it’s pretty easy to lose sight of your focal point and fall forward. Before you
come into Crow, place a foam block about 4–5 inches in front of your fingertips at the
center of your mat. As you practice coming into Crow, let yourself lean forward
without fear, knowing your forehead will touch a squishy block before hitting the mat
or hardwood. Much nicer, trust me! This modification not only creates a safety net but
also quickly gives you feedback when you’re slightly off center. Play it safe without
missing out on the fun of trying.

Frustration: “I just can’t do it.”
Modification 3: The Almost-Crow
Let’s be perfectly honest...is this Crow? Technically, no. But let’s remember the most
important element of progress: Confidence. The first time we “get” Crow it’s usually
some variation of this, and that's OK! It may not be the full expression of the
traditional pose, but I’d fully encourage you to permit yourself to deviate from
perfection while you find your bearings. To try it, enter the pose as instructed in the
first slide, but bend your elbows deeply, shift the weight forward and let yourself be
weighted straight down to the middle so your body rests squarely on the arms.
Lowering your center of gravity makes balancing a breeze.
10

It’ll help you conquer the fear of arm balancing and you’ll be well on your way to
practicing this pose regularly and adding others to your repertoire.
What’s most important is enjoying the ride. A pose is only new to you once, so buckle
up and savor the moment.
http://www.yogajournal.com/slideshow/3-ways-get-crow-pose/#3

The crow is a balancing posture which strengthens the shoulders, arms and wrists.
Alternatively, mayurasana, the peacock yoga pose, can also be done as a variation
instead of the crow.
Physical Benefits
•Strengthens the shoulders, arms and wrists
•Improves balance
•Stretches the muscles of the forearms, wrists and fingers
•Especially beneficial for repetitive stress injuries like carpal tunnel syndrome, and for
people who spend a lot of time on the computer
Mental Benefits
•Improves mental equilibrium and sense of calm
•Improves concentration
•http://yoga108.org/pages/show/109-kakasana-crow-yoga-posture
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Healthy Yoga Practice:
Don’t Stretch Your Joints!
By Charlotte Bell

For the past few years, I’ve been on the faculty of the teacher training program
at Avenues Yoga Studio in Salt Lake City. Early in the 2013 training, one student who
had been teaching in a fitness studio asked a very important question. She explained
that one of her female students became unusually flexible prior to ovulation,
probably because of the presence of, “relaxin” a hormone that relaxes the ligaments
that hold together the various joints in the pelvis—hip joints, sacroiliac joints and
pubic symphysis. The teacher said that she encouraged the student to move farther
into poses at that period in her cycle since she was already more flexible. “Should I
continue doing this?” she asked.
Some Ligaments of the Hip Joint
Twenty years ago I would have said yes. In
fact, I did encourage women to take
advantage of their relaxin-induced flexibility
during pregnancy. No more.
Fortunately, the third(!) time I took anatomy,
the importance of understanding the
structures of ligaments and tendons finally
sank in. (For clarification, ligaments connect
bone to bone in our joints; tendons connect
muscle to bone at the joints.) Ligaments and
tendons are constructed of dense, regular,
collagenous, connective tissue. Ligaments are
dense, fibrous tissues that are designed
to limit the movement of our joints.
Please repeat this three times: Ligaments are designed to limit the movement of
our joints
This is also very important: Ligaments and tendons are considered to be avascular,
i.e. containing no blood flow of their own. Oxygen and other nutrients diffuse into
ligaments and tendons from cells outside the tissues. Because these structures need
to be strong, they are largely comprised of collagen fibers with some elastin to
create a small amount of stretch
Don’t Sprain Your Body!
Ligamentous Tissue
Have you ever sprained an ankle? How long did it take to heal, and did it ever return
to its former stability? When you sprain your ankle, you overstretch ligaments.
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Because the tissue is avascular, it does not heal as quickly as muscle does.

Ligaments do not have the “memory”
that muscle tissue has. When you
overstretch ligaments, there’s a good
chance they will not bounce back to
their former length.
If ligaments are meant to protect joints
by limiting their movement, continually
overstretching joints can lead to joint
instability over time. I know a number of
serious practitioners who are now in
their 50s—including myself—who regret
having overstretched our joints back in
the day.
All too many longtime practitioners now own artificial joints to replace the ones
they overused. Those fancy poses way back when were not worth their
consequences.
Flexible people have a much stronger tendency to overstretch joints than stiffer
people do. Armed with the pervasive “no pain, no gain” philosophy, we flexies tend
to keep stretching until we feel pain. Because our muscles are loose enough that
we don’t feel much there, we collapse into our joints where there’s plenty of
sensation. Not only does this overstretch our ligaments, it causes us to hang or
push into our joint capsules, which can wear down the cartilage that protects our
joints and keeps them articulating smoothly.
The Counterintuitive Answer
My advice to the student’s question was to encourage her student to protect her
joints, to do less rather than more. Counterintuitive, I know, especially when many
asana classes encourage people to push past their limits and rock those fancy
poses. If a person’s ligaments are made unstable by relaxin—or by excessive heat or
any other outside factor—that creates a situation of imbalance in the joints. You
wouldn’t encourage a muscle-bound yoga student to lift more weights and stiffen
up. Equally, a too-flexible student doesn’t benefit from becoming even more
flexible. Too much flexibility is just as unhealthy is too much stiffness. Balance is
what we’re going for in asana practice. Familiarize yourself with what normal range
of motion looks like.
By all means, do practice to maintain flexibility in your muscles, and remember that
it takes 30 seconds of continuous stretching for your muscle spindle neuron to
actually allow your muscle to habituate to a new, longer length. So take your time,
and be gentle. When you feel tissue stretching along the bones—as long as that
stretch is not extreme—it’s probably healthy. When you feel discomfort in a joint,
please stop doing what you’re doing. And please protect your students’ future
joints by teaching them the difference.
https://www.yogauonline.com/yogau-wellness-blog/healthy-yoga-practice-dont- 14
stretch-your-joints

How regular yoga practice changes brain chemistry and influences well-being
If you look for me on an average weekday night, say around 8:30pm, you will likely
find me swathed in spandex, drenched in sweat, and working my tail off in a hot,
humid, and dimly lit room full of other sweaty and scantily clad people. The music is
pounding, but not as loud as my heart is in my ears. I’m dizzy and exhausted—more
likely that not, I’m experiencing discomfort, if not outright pain. When I tell people
that I’m addicted to this experience, their eyes widen in wonderment as they
question my mental stability: “I don’t understand why anyone would want to do
that!”
Then again, this is almost always what I hear from people who haven’t really tried it.
Yoga practice has spent the last quarter century going from a yuppie health fad to an
expected piece of advice from nearly any physician. Most of the advice boils down to
the fact that improving your strength and flexibility through regular practice of yoga
postures (“asanas”) is excellent for your physical and mental well-being. In my three
years as a bumbling new yogi, this turned out to be true; I often joke that yoga
membership is worth the pretty penny because it serves as my gym, my therapist,
and my chiropractor all rolled into one.
“Well,” you say, “couldn’t it simply be regular exercise in general?" To which I would
reply, “Absolutely! Regular exercise of any kind is a major life bonus.” However,
recent research into clinical applications and the neurobiology of different types of
exercise seems to demonstrate that yoga has a competitive advantage over other
types of aerobic activity, especially for emotional stability and well-being.
If someone were to give a short explanation of what a yoga practice consists of, it is
maybe intuitively obvious why it might combat depressive symptoms and promote
mood stability; although a yoga series can seem like just a lot of boring stretching
when you are beginning, students who persevere for a week or two will realize that
the real point is to gain mindful control over your body and emotions. It encourages
you to work with yourself patiently, swallow your pride, do the best you can at that
moment without overextending. Myself, I have learned to realize that breath and
focus can save me from the most stressful of physical postures. (Did I mention you
also lose weight and feel awesome? You lose weight and feel awesome!) I often hear
instructors say that learning to control emotions that boil over in frustration and
discomfort through physically demanding postures in the classroom is an excellent
way to train your emotions for real life stress and hardship.
And you know what? Research so far says that somehow, it does exactly that. Yoga,
when compared to other forms of relatively low impact physical activity (such as
walking) appears to reduce anxiety and assuage the symptoms of depression (link is
external). In one study, there was no significant difference in outcomes between
treating stress and anxiety with yoga versus cognitive behavioral therapy. (link is
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So in short, we seem to know that this is happening, but how? Our understanding of
the chemical effects of exercise on mood remains vastly limited—it was only in the
last few years that scientists discovered that the so-called “runner’s high” may
have nothing to do with endorphins (link is external), and is more likely thanks to
endogenous cannabinoids (yep, that’s right, the body’s very own homemade
marijuana)! However, recent research on the neurochemistry of yoga provides some
clues about how yoga might exert anxiolytic effects: two fascinating randomized
controlled Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (link is external) studies by Streeter and
colleagues (link is external) demonstrate that regular practice of gentle yoga, but not
walking, releases a chemical called GABA in the thalamus.1,2 GABA is sort of the
“grand inhibitor” in the brain, and plays a central role in suppressing neural activity3.
Classical anti-anxiety medications, such as benzodiazepines, work by encouraging the
release of GABA in the central nervous system. GABA was shown to be significantly
higher in the brains of those subjects who had been doing yoga. The study also
compared GABA levels directly before an after an hour of yoga, and showed a 27%
increase! GABA is what alcohol mimics, by temporarily binding to the same chemical
receptors; you can thank GABA receptor binding for those feelings of relaxation and
decreased anxiety that come with enjoying an adult beverage. Streeter et al’s
findings suggest that somehow, the meditative stretching and breathing that yoga
involves is signaling the brain to release calming chemicals, which play out their
mood effects in the hours following a session of yoga. Though research remains very
preliminary regarding the specifics of such a mechanism, we do know that the
connections in the brain use chemical signals to actually change their strength and
configuration. It may be that the GABA released over a period of regular yoga
practice can help boost baseline levels of this calming chemical, helping the brain
rewire itself to have a calmer, less anxious response in the face of everyday stressors.
So if you’re like me, finishing a long day of work and school, asking yourself, “hmm…
beer or yoga?”, remember that the calm you get from beer goes away, but the calm
you get from yoga might stay.e
Edit: After hearing a couple of reactions, I just wanted to say that I'm not encouraging
anybody to adopt yoga and forego all other types of treatment for anxiety and/or
depression! For the time being, I think it is best considered a complementary
technique. Also, there's no real reason to think that it's ONLY yoga that creates a
GABA-ergic response--similar techniques that combine exercise and mindful control of
the body/mind, such as Tai Chi
(or even Crossfit, as suggested by a
friend of mine), could certainly create
a similar biological response!
https://www.psychologytoday.com
/blog/quilted-science/201209/is-your
-brain-yoga
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What Menopause has taught me By Darcey Steinke
Hot flashes are inner apocalypses, singeing the body and the brain. During my first
volcanic night sweat, a chaotic force moved through me. Heat rose, busting through
the top of the thermometer, and swept through my body like the special effect I’d
once seen on the set of a horror movie. Flames spread through a wire and rose up
encircling a cabin. It was horrible, but also exquisite. Finally, I thought, God was going
to communicate with me physically. Like a biblical character, I felt overwhelmed,
scared, and sublime.
I waited for a voice, a vision, but all I felt was sweaty; heat seemed to be radiating
out of my stomach. My bangs stuck to my forehead. I worried. Maybe it wasn’t
divinity but a sign I had late-stage brain cancer. My mind raced. I’d spend my last
months cultivating flowers, traveling to India, and practicing my electric guitar.
I hadn’t been looking for symptoms because, like every other premenopausal
women, I didn’t think I’d suffer much from the change. I ate flaxseed and tofu. I did
hot yoga and was always well hydrated. But these precautions did nothing to protect
me. I suffered from insomnia, mood swings, and anxiety attacks, as well as heat that
ambushed my body every hour of the day and night. I began to feel kinship, not
disgust, for the red-faced ladies screaming for someone to open a window. The heat
bothered me most, but I also cycled through other odd sensations. At times my
tongue felt like it was burning, at other times as if I were getting electric shocks
under my skin. The weirdest symptoms were inside the aura just before a hot flash:
Inside that spooky, doom-filled space, I once had the acute sensation that my arms
were growing out of their sockets like Play-Doh.
Puberty had also been discombobulating. I remember standing at 13 in front of the
bathroom window and pulling off my T-shirt to stare, freaked out, at the new
puffiness around my nipples. I’d been confused and overwhelmed then, but I also
had the time to spend whole Saturdays lying on my bed listening to the same John
Denver album, or I could act out with my equally revved-up girlfriends, driving by our
male classmates’ split-levels while screaming the lyrics to “Desperado.”

Now, at 50, it was impossible to indulge in hormonally inspired behavior. I had a
grown-up life with layers of complicated relationships and work responsibilities. At
first I didn’t feel I could hold it all together. I wanted to kill menopause, shut it down
completely. I begged my doctor for estrogen. She told me that because my mother
had breast cancer it would be dangerous. Besides, she said, its best to go au naturel.
If I needed them, she’d prescribe antidepressants.
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I’d been on and off medication for years to deal with anxiety. But before my first hot
flash I was in a good patch, and I didn’t want to go back on them now. Instead I tried
natural remedies. I ate soy-rich foods, like yams. I took herbal supplements with
names like “i-cool,” “Hot Flash Freedom,” and, my favorite, “Mellow Pause.” I shelled
out cash for expensive estrogen creams that my doctor eventually told me were
worthless. I took tinctures of black cohosh and vitamin E. I swam seven days a week
for an hour. I cut out wine and sugar. None of this had any effect. The only thing that
worked was acupuncture; after a treatment I slept better, felt calmer, flashed less.
But the heat always rose up again, as well as the spooky aura before. Within a day or
two I was up in the darkest part of the night, feeling as if I was losing my mind.
Often, as I lay in the dark, I thought of my mother in the years our relationship had
been at its worst. I was a teenager and she in her late 40s when she stalked our unair-conditioned Virginia ranch house wearing only a slip, her face pink and sweatcovered. When asked what was wrong, she’d say nothing. I felt more disdain for her
than pity. I often found her in the only cool place in our house, the unfinished
basement, sobbing so hard she could hardly catch her breath.
If in my mother’s era menopause was rarely spoken of, in my own it’s a comedic
premise. Joke websites have sections specifically for change-of-life humor. “If prison
guards were all menopausal women, there would be no more crime,” or, “Trusting a
menopausal women to control her emotions is like trusting a tornado to mow your
lawn.”
Women, too, cast themselves as unstable lunatics. One writer joked that she’d called
the police to complain about all the things menopause had stolen from her. Her
waist. Her sex drive. Her sanity. Another compared menopause to demonic
possession, concluding that she’d be more stable with a demon inside of her. The
writer Sandra Tsing Loh called her transition a “wacky hormonal dance.” Her book,
The Madwoman in the Volvo, begins with Loh pulling her car over on the freeway
because she is crying hysterically over the death of her daughter’s hamster.
Besides lunatic-in-the-midst-of-a-lady breakdown, the only other menopausal icon is
the crone. A woman I know encouraged me to perform a “croning” ceremony. We
would meet in the forest on the night of a full moon. By candlelight I’d chant, “Come,
baby crone, come, butterfly,” then evoke the seven directions before finally kneeling
down to kiss the earth.
Call me superficial, but I don’t want to be a crone. If there were a ceremony where I
welcomed my new, Bowiesque androgynous self, I might be down, but I don’t want
to become a holy hag. Besides, I don’t live in a tribal culture that has a place of honor
waiting for older women. I live in the patriarchal, youth-obsessed, porn-drenched
USA, where in films 27-year-old women are regularly paired with 50-year-old men,
where women inject botulism into their foreheads to look younger, where the
message to older women is: You’ve served your purpose, now it’s time to step aside.
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Maybe, I reasoned, the problem was that I should be dead. Scientists speculate that
the only reason menopause exists is that modern medicine and better diet have
pushed women to live beyond their procreative necessity. Newer research has
uncovered the “grandmother hypothesis,” in which middle-aged women “give up”
their reproductive potential so they can focus on their offspring’s offspring. While
raising my daughter I liked this idea, but now that I’m in the older group, caring for
grandchildren does not seem enough of a purpose for the next 40 years of life.
I continued casting around, feeling less and less like my old self as the hormones
continued to recede. Finally, when I was about to give up hope, I discovered the
female killer whale. Beside humans, only two other creatures go through
menopause, and one of these is the killer whale. These creatures travel the sea in
pods — complex, cohesive family groups. Females procreate from 12 to 40, but they
live, like women, 30 to 40 years more.
A recent study in Current Biology found that older females lead their pods,
particularly in times when salmon, their main food source, is scarce. The elder
females hold crucial ecological knowledge, and all whales, even younger males,
prefer to follow the older females. The study goes on to speculate that menopause
developed in early human hunter-gatherer societies for the same reasons it did in
killer-whale pods: Stopping reproduction gave women the freedom they needed —
not to care for grandkids, but so they could lead.
It made so much sense. I felt wild because I was wild — not shaky and insecure, but
rattling with a raw and primal energy. I felt an odd kinship to the prepubescent girl
I’d been. My breeding years were an aberration of life rather then the norm. I was
returning — older, wiser — to my original state. After so many years I was finally
slipping out of the haze created by female hormones, a veil that had kept me docile
and accommodating. Yes, my breeding period was over, but fertility continued, larger
and more mysterious. I was called by God, remade in heat, and about to break into
dark and expansive waters. Like the killer whale, I also knew how to find the food.
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NECK PROBLEMS
There are important structures within the neck, for example, the spinal cord,
trachea, oesophagus, the upper 7 vertebrae of the spine, thyroid and parathyroid
glands, major blood vessels carrying blood to and from the head, making it a vital
area. The neck is covered by a large muscle called the trapezius. Tension in the
shoulders or back can also contribute to neck problems. The neck holds and moves
the skull and is a narrow and delicate structure prone to tense and painful muscles
and stiff joints.
Neck problems can affect circulation. They can also cause sensations in the skin of
the hands because the neck arteries are closely related to the arteries in the arms
and nerves descend all the way from the brachial plexus to the hands (Symptoms in
hands, such as pins and needles or numbness). Gentle massage can encourage a
fresh flow of blood to the area, hastening tissue repair and removing spasms and
pain.

YOGA HELPFUL FOR THE NECK:

Adho Mukha Svanasana

and

Uttanasana

We should be aware of how we hold ourselves and move our neck as the way you
hold your head affects the amount of wear and tear on the small vertebrae and discs
in the neck. Often neck muscles tighten and tension is common cause of headaches.
Unnatural and twisted positions cause pain.
The head sits on the sine at a point just behind the joint of the jaw, in line with the
entrance to the ear. The head weighs between 6 to 10 kilos and balances on the top
vertebra, a small bony ring called the atlas. The atlas presents a very small surface on
which the head can balance and the head and neck muscles need to be quite strong
and in balance to move the weight of the skull efficiently. The most common fault we
have is the head is held too far forward.
SELF-HELP EXERCISES FOR THE NECK AND SKULL:
1.
Sit with a heavy pelvis and straight spine, visualise the crown of your head being
lengthened upwards by a thin cord attached to a pulley on the ceiling. Each time you
exhale, an imaginary figure pulls on the cord a little more. This frees the neck from
the shoulders and realigns the head.
2.
Sit or kneel with head bent, visualise the top of your breast bone sinking slowly down
and inwards each time you exhale. Feel your head becoming heavier and the back of
your neck and space between your shoulder blades releasing as you imagine your
breast bone moving away from your chin.
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3.
Sit or kneel with hands on your lap and elbows feeling heavy. Drop your chin very
slightly and softly sidebend your head to the right. Close your eyes and imagine that
someone has placed a heavy sand bag on your left shoulder. Visualise clearly the
texture and shape of the sandbag and sense it weighing down your left shoulder as
your head and neck stretch and release to your right. Only visualise and sense during
your exhalations. Practise for at least 6 breathes and then change sides.
Also turning the head and looking as far back as possible - repeat several times.
Place the palm side of three fingers across the back of your neck. Is it flat or curved?
Are the muscles hard or soft? Slowly drop your chin toward your chest: You will feel
your neck becoming flatter and the soft tissue – the muscles and ligaments –
becoming harder. Now slowly lift your chin until you’re looking at the ceiling, then
experiment with dropping and lifting your chin until you find a position – it’s usually
one in which your chin is level – where your neck has a slight forward curve and the
muscles and ligaments feel soft under your fingers. That position indicates a neutral
cervical spine.
The Flat-Neck Check:
To check your habitual neck alignment when you’re doing yoga, sit or stand up tall,
lifting your chest, and then check with your hand to see if you have a nice soft curve
in your neck. Your chin and gaze should be level. Re-create this Tadasana alignment
in Sirsasana, a pose in which you bear the weight of your body on your neck. If you
have a proper cervical curve in Sirsasana, you’ll be looking straight ahead. If your
neck is too flat, your weight will shift toward the back of your head and your gaze will
be high up on the wall in front of you.
If you tend to have a flat neck, Sarvangasana can exacerbate the problem. Since the
pose drops your chin toward your chest, it makes it very easy to completely flatten
the cervical curve or even curve the neck in the wrong direction. Practising
Sarvangasana using folded blankets to support your shoulders and arms while your
head is on the floor – allows you to do the pose without flexing your neck so
severely.
Submitted by Doreen –
extract from August 2015 La Verna retreat
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The Awakening (Sonny Carroll)
There comes a time in your life when you finally get it ... When in the midst of all
your fears and insanity you stop dead in your tracks and somewhere the voice inside
your head cries out "ENOUGH! Enough fighting and crying or struggling to hold on."
And, like a child quieting down after a blind tantrum, your sobs begin to subside, you
shudder once or twice, you blink back your tears and through a mantle of wet lashes
you begin to look at the world from a new perspective.
..........This is your awakening.
You realize that it is time to stop hoping and waiting for something or someone to
change, or for happiness safety and security to come galloping over the next horizon.
You come to terms with the fact that there aren't always fairytale endings (or
beginnings for that matter) and that any guarantee of "happily ever after" must
begin with you.
Then a sense of serenity is born of acceptance.
So you begin making your way through the "reality of today" rather than holding out
for the "promise of tomorrow." You realize that much of who you are and the way
you navigate through life is, in great part, a result of all the social conditioning you've
received over the course of a lifetime. And you begin to sift through all the nonsense
you were taught about :
- how you should look and how much you should weigh,
- what you should wear and where you should shop,
- where you should live or what type of car you should drive,
- who you should sleep with and how you should behave,
- who you should marry and why you should stay,
- the importance of bearing children or what you owe your family,

Slowly you begin to open up to new worlds and different points of view. And you
begin re-assessing and re-defining who you are and what you really believe in. And
you begin to discard the doctrines you have outgrown, or should never have
practiced to begin with.
You accept the fact that you are not perfect ,and that not everyone will love
appreciate or approve of who or what you are... and that's OK... they are entitled to
their own views and opinions. And, you come to terms with the fact that you will
never be a size 5 or a "perfect 10".... Or a perfect human being for that matter... and
you stop trying to compete with the image inside your head or agonizing over
how you compare. And, you take a long look at yourself in the mirror and you make a
promise to give yourself the same unconditional love and support you give so freely
to others. Then a sense of confidence is born of self-approval.
And, you stop maneuvering through life merely as a "consumer" hungry for your next
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fix, a new dress, another pair of shoes or looks of approval and admiration

from family, friends or even strangers who pass by. Then you discover that it is truly
in "giving" that we receive, and that the joy and abundance you seek grows out of
the giving. And you recognize the importance of "creating" and "contributing"
rather than "obtaining" and "accumulating.“
And you give thanks for the simple things you've been blessed with, things that
millions of people upon the earth can only dream about – a full refrigerator, clean
running water, a soft warm bed, the freedom of choice and the opportunity to
pursue your own dreams.
And you begin to love and to care for yourself. You stop engaging in
self-destructive behaviors, including participating in dysfunctional relationships. You
begin eating a balanced diet, drinking more water and exercising. And because
you've learned that fatigue drains the spirit and creates doubt and fear, you give
yourself permission to rest. And just as food is fuel for the body, laughter is fuel for
the spirit and so you make it a point to create time for play.
Then you learn about love and relationships - how to love, how much to give in love,
when to stop giving, and when to walk away. And you allow only the hands of a
lover who truly loves and respects you to glorify you with his touch. You learn that
people don't always say what they mean or mean what they say, intentionally or
unintentionally, and that not everyone will always come through... And interestingly
enough, it's not always about you. So, you stop lashing out and pointing fingers or
looking to place blame for the things that were done to you or weren't done for you.
And you learn to keep your Ego in check and to acknowledge and redirect the
destructive emotions it spawns - anger, jealousy and resentment.

Where do North and South Meet…..?
BERG!

In the

You learn how to say "I was wrong" and to forgive people for their own
human frailties. You learn to build bridges instead of walls and about the healing
power of love as it is expressed through a kind word, a warm smile or a friendly
gesture. And, at the same time, you eliminate any relationships that are hurtful or
fail to uplift and edify you. You stop working so hard at smoothing things over and
setting your needs aside. You learn that feelings of entitlement are perfectly OK
and that it is your right to want or expect certain things. And you learn the
importance of communicating your needs with confidence and grace. You learn that
the only cross to bear is the one you choose to carry and that eventually martyrs are
burned at the stake. Then you learn to distinguish between guilt, and responsibility
and the importance of setting boundaries and learning to Say NO. You learn that
you don't know all the answers, it's not your job to save the world and that
sometimes you just need to Let Go.
Moreover, you learn to look at people as they really are and not as you would want
them to be, and you are careful not to project your neediness or insecurities onto a
relationship. You learn that you will not be more beautiful, more intelligent, more
lovable or important because of the man on your arm or the child that bears your
name. You learn that just as people grow and change, so it is with love and
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relationships, and that that not everyone can always love you the way you would
want them to. So you stop appraising your worth by the measure of love you are
given. And suddenly you realize that it's wrong to demand that someone live their
life or sacrifice their dreams just to serve your needs, ease your insecurities, or
meet "your“ standards and expectations. You learn that the only love worth giving
and receiving is the love that is given freely without conditions or limitations. And
you learn what it means to love. So you stop trying to control people, situations and
outcomes. You learn that "alone“ does not mean "lonely" and you begin to
discover the joy of spending time "with yourself" and "on yourself." Then you
discover the greatest and most fulfilling love you will ever know - Self Love. And so
it comes to pass that, through understanding, your heart heals; and now all new
things are possible.
Moving along, you begin to avoid Toxic people and conversations. And you stop
wasting time and energy rehashing your situation with family and friends. You learn
that talk doesn't change things and that unrequited wishes can only serve to keep
you trapped in the past. So you stop lamenting over what could or should have
been and you make a decision to leave the past behind. Then you begin to invest
your time and energy to affect positive change. You take a personal inventory of
all your strengths and weaknesses and the areas you need to improve in order to
move ahead, you set your goals and map out a plan of action to see things through.

You learn that life isn't always fair and you don't always get what you think you
deserve, and you stop personalizing every loss or disappointment. You learn to
accept that sometimes bad things happen to good people and that these things are
not an act of God... But merely a random act of fate.
And you stop looking for guarantees, because you've learned that the only thing
you can really count on is the unexpected and that whatever happens, you'll learn
to deal with it. And you learn that the only thing you must truly fear is the great
robber baron of all time – FEAR itself. So you learn to step right into and through
your fears, because to give into fear is to give away the right to live life on
your terms. You learn that much of life truly is a self-fulfilling prophesy and you
learn to go after what you want and not to squander your life living under a cloud of
indecision or feelings of impending doom.
Then, YOU LEARN ABOUT MONEY... the personal power and independence it brings
and the options it creates. And you recognize the necessity to create your own
personal wealth. Slowly, you begin to take responsibility for yourself by yourself and
you make yourself a promise to never betray yourself and to never ever settle for
less than your heart's desire. And a sense of power is born of self-reliance. And you
live with honor and integrity because you know that these principles are not the
outdated ideals of a by-gone era but the mortar that holds together the foundation
upon which you must build your life. And you make it a point to keep smiling, to
keep trusting and to stay open to every wonderful opportunity and exciting
possibility. Then you hang a wind chime outside your window to remind yourself 24
what beauty there is in Simplicity.

Finally, with courage in your heart and with God by your side you take a stand, you
TAKE a deep breath and you begin to design the life you want to live as best as you
can.
A word about the Power of Prayer: In some of my darkest, most painful and
frightening hours, I have prayed, not for the answers to my rayers or for material
things, but for my "God" to help me find the strength, confidence and courage to
persevere; to face each day and to do what I must do.
Remember this:- You are an expression of the almighty. The spirit of God resides
within you and moves through you. Open your heart, speak to that spirit and it will
heal and empower you. My "God" has never failed me.
Copyright © 2001 Sonny Carroll. All Rights Reserved
Reprinted here with permission
Introduction to The Awakening by Sonny Carroll
I actually began writing this piece in 1996 shortly after coming out
of a long drawn out and painful break-up. I was a total mess. My life
was in shambles and as I tried to make some sense of what had
happened, and why, I began to write The Awakening. This piece is a
compilation of all the lessons I learned and the observations I made
about myself, about other people and their relationships, and of the
wisdom that my most dear friend, Drane Uljaj, has shared with me over
countless cups of tea.
Sent in for the Forum by Natalie Hing
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JANE SEABROOK is an illustrator and designer who lives in Auckland, New Zealand.
In recent years, her artwork has focused on paintings of wildlife for the Fury Logic
series of books.
She shares her life with her husband, two teenage children, and a growing
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menagerie of assorted animals.

Lentil Burgers (The Times 2 Oct 2012)

Potato and butternut bake

Ingredients
400 g dried lentils or one can rinsed
lentils (I’ve also used butter beans)
1 tbsp (15 ml) olive oil
1 onion finely chopped
2 cloves garlic crushed
2 tbsp (30 ml) Egyptian Dukkah
1 egg lightly beaten
Salt and freshly ground pepper
10g fresh parsley
½ cup fresh breadcrumbs
1 round of feta crumbled
Sunflower oil to fry
Method
Rinse lentils in cold running water and
set aside. Place one part lentils to three
parts water in a pot and bring to boil.
Reduce heat slightly and simmer for
about 30 mins, or till tender.
To make lentil burgers
Heat oil in a pan and gently sauté onions
and garlic until soft and translucent.
Add dukkah spice and fry for a further
two minutes until golden. Remove from
heat and place into a bowl together with
the lentils, parsley, breadcrumbs and
feta. Mix lightly to combine and season
with salt and pepper, allow mixture to
cool completely. (I tend to mash them up
quite a bit to get then to bind better).
Add egg and stir until mixture just comes
together. Shape into patties and
refrigerate for an hour to firm slightly. (I
plop them into oats or chickpea flour to
shape them).
Fry in a little oil for about 2-3 minutes on
each side until golden brown.
Serve topped with chutney and avocado.

1kg mixed sliced sweet potato, butternut
and potato
1 x 175g balsamic and onion dip
250ml beef stock
Small handful chopped chives
Salt and pepper

Arrange sweet potato, butternut
and potato in an large baking dish.

Mix together the dip and stock
and pour over the veg

Sprinkle with salt and pepper and
chopped chives.

Cover with foil and bake at 180 for
1 hour until tender
Tofu and spinach stir-fry
20ml sesame oil.
400g firm tofu, sliced
1 red pepper, cubed
1 bunch spring onions, sliced
200g baby spinach
260 g egg noodles soaked and drained
Sauce - combine all ingredients and mix
well
15 ml sesame oil
30ml soy sauce
5 ml Chinese five spice power
15 ml honey

Heat oil in frying pan and fry tofu
slices until browned on all sides.
Remove and set aside.

Add pepper to the pan and fry for
about three minutes, add spinach
and cook until wilted.

Add tofu and drained noodles.

Pour over the sauce and heat
through. Serve immediately
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A lovely little anecdote, about one of life's more interesting characters .....
When Mahatma Gandhi was studying law at the University College of London, a
professor, whose last name was Peters, disliked him intensely and always displayed
animosity at him. Also, because Gandhi never lowered his head when addressing
him as he expected, there were always "arguments" and confrontations.

One day, Prof. Peters was having lunch at the dining room of the University, and
Gandhi came along with his tray and sat next to the professor. The professor
said,"Mr Gandhi, you do not understand. A pig and a bird do not sit together to
eat." Gandhi looked at him as a parent would a rude child and calmly replied, "You
do not worry professor. I'll fly away," and he went and sat at another table.
Mr. Peters, reddened with rage, decided to take revenge on the next test paper,
but Gandhi responded brilliantly to all questions. Mr.Peters, unhappy and
frustrated, asked him the following question: "Mr Gandhi, if you were walking down
the street and found a package, and within was a bag of wisdom and another bag
with
a
lot
of
money,
which
one
would
you
take?"
Without hesitating, Gandhi responded, "The one with the money, of course." Mr.
Peters, smiling sarcastically said, "I, in your place, would have taken the wisdom."
Gandhi shrugged indifferently and responded, "Each one takes what he doesn't
have."
Mr. Peters, by this time was fit to be tied. So great was his anger that he wrote on
Gandhi's exam sheet the word "idiot" and gave it to Gandhi. Gandhi took the exam
sheet and sat down at his desk, trying very hard to remain calm while he
contemplated his next move. A few minutes later, Gandhi got up, went to the
professor and said to him in a dignified but sarcastically polite tone, "Mr. Peters,
you autographed the sheet, but you did not give me the grade."
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JUNE
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Lee
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Kleynhans
Schoonraad
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Mitchley
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Schmidt
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JULY
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Truluck
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McDougall
Ivanov
Hielckert
Klipp
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Hern
Christofides
Fay
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Coakelin
Smith
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Smith
van Zyl
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Karen
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Stacey
Ann
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Sharon
Barbara
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Ria
Jared
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Jul-31
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New Age Manifesto
By Smartass Rabbi

You're always exactly where you need to be ~
some call it coincidence, others synchronicity.
The universe entire, spiritually interconnects,
partaking of the same energy it at once reflects.
We are all tones in the cosmos musicality ~
each man tunes in and creates his unique reality.
Intuition integrates our divine and truest guide ~
science and rationalism are too often misapplied.
All is framed by the principles, laws and the duties of
dharma,
effecting cause, causing effect, in each incarnation's karma.
Everything we confront, everyone we meet
become our teachers in life's balance sheet.
The most important lesson to learn is that of love
Absence its problem, presence the solution thereof
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Joburg Zoo wants your garden leaves
Planning to prune trees on your property? You can turn your garden chore into an
act of kindness by donating the off-cuts to Joburg Zoo's herbivores.
The Zoo's giraffes are standing by to recycle your leaves!
Joburg Zoo residents such the giraffe, eland, bongo, nyala and elephant would be
delighted to nibble on these juicy treats - adding variety to their usual diets.
Many of the Zoo's animals enjoy leafy snacks throughout the year, and the Zoo's
keepers often struggle to provide them with enough "browse".
Species the Zoo can use include:
•Any Acacia/Thorn tree (Acacia species)
•Bamboo (Phyllostachys species)
•Banana (Musa species)
•Cape Honeysuckle (Tecomaria capensis)
•Elm (Ulmus parvifolia)
•Jacaranda (Jacaranda mimosifolia)
•Karee (Rhus species)
•Oak (Quercus species)
•Plane (Platanus species)
•Stinkwood (Celtis species)
•Tipuana (Tipuana tipu)
•Wild olive (Olea europaea Africana)
Toxic tree species the Zoo is unable to use include:
•Common ivy (Hedera helix)
•False Acacia (Robinia pseudoacacia)
•Oleander (Nerium oleander)
•Philodendron (Araceae species)
•Privet (Ligustrum species)
•Red Maple (Acer rubrum)
•Yew (Taxus baccata)
Please note that your off-cuts would have to be delivered to the Zoo within 24 hours
of pruning, after which they can wilt and become toxic.
If you let us know when you're planning to prune, we may be able to arrange to
collect your off-cuts within the 24-hour period.

For more information, contact the Zoo's Dietary Specialist, Patrick Sereo, on 082 573
7229 (office hours only). If you do not get hold of the officer, please leave a message
with reception ( 011 646 2000) so that they can arrange for your call to be returned.
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It is a very sad day today to tell all my wonderful yoga friends that I will not be
teaching Yoga again. Last February (2015) , I had a very severe high blood
pressure ‘episode’, which resulted in going to Hospital three times for tests and
brain scan etc. I was then told that all the ‘instruments’ of my balance are
destroyed. So VERTIGO dominates my life now.
The result is that I can hardly walk straight, have to use a walking stick and push
cart. And very dependent on medication! What a shock and upheaval it caused in
my life!
I am now living in a flat in Stilbaai Fynbos Estate ( a sub/acute Hospital) and in the
process of selling my house and everything there-in.
How I miss YOGA and my pupils! They are very brave, and still doing yoga,
sometimes with Winnie’s tapes , or doing it with their B.Y.A BOOKS by their
sides, and Belinda Gordon leading them. (She attended a few of Winnie’s seminars
and nearly 80, with a heart condition herself) .
So, sad to say, I have to resign as member of the YYI. I remember Winnie once said
that one of the saddest things she had to do was to destroy her yoga “things”, and
I agree with her on that.
Thank you ever so much for everybody’s wonderful love, help and encouragement
throughout the years. Some of you will still remember me, I am Candle 28 (or
there-abouts?!) and will always be. The YYI is absolutely the best yoga
organization I ever had the honour to belong to. Please be faithful and
appreciative of the Institute, and God bless you all.
With all my love
Nettie Kleynhans.
STILBAAI
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TUTORIAL UPDATES
My amazing Journey with the YYI
My quest for the meaning of yoga began when I moved to the Eastern Cape. I was
amazed how most people viewed Yoga. It was considered esoteric and I was told
face to face that yoga was "Satanic worship". I was so astounded that I could not
defend the practice of Yoga. Growing up in an Eastern culture, Yoga was a part of my
life. In one way or the other I practised Yoga: sitting in the lotus position, breathing
and meditation. I practised regularly and I had no reason to question this practice.
In my "world" I thought everyone practised yoga but I was so wrong!
By chance, I stumbled upon the YYI and became a student under the guidance of
Eva, an amazing teacher, who convinced me to join as a trainee teacher. I then
discovered that the YYI teachers were mainly Christians.
In January 2011 my journey began, under the guidance of Gillian. I began to activate
the dull parts of my body: worked from the centre outwards, and worked from the
point of stability. I enjoyed every class I attended. Six months later I was accepted as
a trainee teacher on the recommendation of Gillian - another fantastic teacher.
Once a month I attended a Tutorial class with Joan who became my inspiration to
excel - what an asset to the YYI!
After three years of Tutorial training, I was determined to do my exams. I then
seriously started looking into my tutorials and a new world opened up for me: To
Trim the Wick One and Two became my essential reading. I found Winnie talking to
me - postures that I could not grasp, I began to dissect, understand and work
through.
In November 2015 I took my Final Exam and passed. I am very proud to wear my YYI
Teachers’ Badge. I have learnt that if one is committed to one’s religious faith, then
no other experience can be a threat.
Love and Light
Lilly Ramnath-Hastie
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TUTORIAL UPDATES
My Yoga Journey
By Lee Potgieter
In about October 2010 I decided to do something about the final phase of my
lifestyle changes which I had embarked on in Jan 2009 - that was the exercise regime
lacking in my life. After losing 23kg I was now ready to become more active. Not
enjoying aerobics or the indoor gym environment I Googled and found Martina
Adelfang, a Yoga teacher up the road from my previous home in Joburg.
From the moment I walked in I was hooked. I really battled with even holding a good
tadasana as my posture was poor and I was suffering from lower backache. As for
the other asanas, I had really short hamstrings. On listening to the fellow yogis
introduce themselves that first evening I knew I had found a new family. Martina was
both encouraging and brought awareness to posture and alignment. My yoga slowly
progressed from really clumsy uncoordinated tension-holding-attempted-stretching
to a more graceful awareness of what my body allowed me to do.
Martina "emigrated" to Cape Town, but fortunately she had tutored many students,
one of whom was Alison van Wyk whose studio I joined in Jan 2014. With a lot of
encouragement and stretching, not only of muscles but also my mind and comfort
zone, Alison encouraged me to enroll for tutorials with Doreen Smith.
After giving it a lot of thought I decided that I would also like to teach people about
toning, balance, stretching them out of their comfort zones, bringing poise, aiding
body ailments and most important of all lead them in getting a good work out with
all the added benefits that yoga has to offer. As I enjoy sharing knowledge, I decided
that I would be brave and attempt learning Sanskrit, asanas and their benefits and
lead others to the advantages I had observed in my own journey.
In the meantime, my husband was transferred to Durban and Pam Badenhorst
became my weekly yoga teacher. She introduced me to the KZN YYI ladies, including
my tutor. I was fortunate enough to start at the beginning of the tutorials in January
2015, under the capable tutoring of Mandy Wienand. From the very first tutorial it
was clear that we will have an exceptionally good foundation of the YYI teachers
training. Although I still have much to learn, I know that that which I have learnt is
already standing me in good stead while slowly building up my own classes and
further developing my own yoga practice.
Sanskrit is no longer that much of a challenge as we have learnt quite a number of
words already and we are amusingly confident enough to make up asana names
using the few sanskrit words we know!
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My yoga has gone from an uncoordinated, unbalanced, clumsy to recognizable
asanas. I no longer have an inkling of lower back trouble, my hamstrings are a little
longer and my lungs now know what it feels like to breathe a really good breath!
I would truly encourage any of you who feel the need to share that which yoga has
done for you with others by enrolling with a tutorial teacher and get studying! It is
rewarding and it builds your confidence. It is challenging, as is learning any new
language / practice, but the enjoyment and pleasure far outweighs the 'pain' of
learning/studying.
Further to that, what if Martina
hadn’t encouraged Alison to teach
and Alison hadn’t encouraged me
to teach…..?
I would also like to thank Mandy for
the time she invests in her fledgling
teachers; we are fully aware it isn't
just a "pitch up and let’s do this",
but hours of preparation is put into
each tutorial

Dear Naomi,
Best wishes for a healthy, happy and successful 2016!
On behalf of the NEC, I would like to extend heartiest congratulations on availing
yourself and being elected chairperson of the YYI – KZN region.
I know that it is a daunting challenge and I am sure you are the best person to take it
on and make a success of it.
Please be assured of the undivided support of the NEC; we are here to help in any
way necessary.
I would also like to extend heartfelt thanks and appreciation to Pam for the excellent
effort and dedication during her term of office.
Looking forward to lots of exciting interaction with the KZN yogis during the coming
months and further growth of the YYI.
Have a blessed weekend.
Much love,
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Isabel Ferreira

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUBMISSION
Dear all,
We received your contributions for the Memoir Volume on Guruji. Many thanks!
It is wonderful to have received so many types of entries: tributes, essays, anecdotes,
poetry, photographs, sketches, paintings, and so on.
The volume has been titled "Beloved Guruji". We are sifting through the entries,
editing, compiling, and in some cases, getting back to submitters for anything further
required.
The volume will be announced once it is ready. Stay tuned.
Thank you,
- The Memoir Book team.

Congratulations to the
Country Cousins Committee
Virginia our Chairman
Milu our Secretary
Barbara our Treasurer

YYI newly qualified
teachers
Congratulations to Lilly and Gerrit
receiving their badges and certificates
from their Tutor, Joan Bellairs.
Congratulations also to
Charmaine Kluge, Southern Suburbs, JHB
Beverley Morrison, Parktown North, JHB
Marissa Myburgh, Welkom
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During a recent visit to Pam B she took out an album to show me. It had belonged to
Isabel Rogers who had recently given it to Pam Badenhorst.
Pam and I were enjoyed them so much and choose the attached two photos to send
to share with Forum readers.
The photos are from a demonstration that Winnie held many years ago. We
identified Ann Hill and Thelma Coulsen in the front middle two rows of the utthita
parsvakonasana photos. We tried to choose pics that we felt would be printable with
good quality.
Helen, there was a photo where we identified you too! Unfortunately it wasn't the
best for reproduction!
Love from
Mandy
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Herewith photos of Winnie Young in
1970's. Group photo is Vrystaat 1974
Regards, Pam
Winnie instructing Helen C,
padmasana in sirsasana

She lived an amazing life.
Indomitable would be a
good word to describe her.
She could be difficult
sometimes but she was
always
loved
and
respected by those who
knew her.
Here at age 97.
Full article :
https://booksdefineme.wo
rdpress.com/tag/youngyoga-institute/

YOGA FOR SENIORS - BEDFORDVIEW
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Enabling Church Outreach
Dear Isabel,
Thank you so much for your donation. We will use it to purchase some craft goodies
and non spill cups for the residents at Shalom Respite and Care Centre . We are
delivering the goodies on the 20th December 2015. I will send you photos of the
delivery as well as of the residents on Christmas morning , sometime thereafter.
Thank you once again.
Wishing you and yours a very Merry Christmas and a Peaceful New Year
Desirae and Michael Pillay
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Durban Yogis living the YYI slogan - Adapt and Accommodate
It was a cool Tuesday morning last year and Pam Badenhorst's studio was starting to fill
up. As we all caught up on news, pupils were gradually filtering in. As the numbers
grew and grew, we moved our mats closer, and closer, and of course "Adapted and
Accommodated" the later arrivals until eventually Pam had the most pupils ever in her
studio - 18 !
By Karen Carr
Trainee Yoga Instructor, 2nd year.

La Verna – silent retreat November 2015
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Condolences
Deneen (our founder Winnie Young’s daughter) passed away in
Spartanburg (USA) on 6th January at about 10:30 local time (3:30am
USA time). She died peacefully without pain or discomfort.
Arrangements were made for a funeral in Spartanburg and for some
form of memorial service in Durban. Deneen did ask that people not
send flowers but rather make a donation to Mater Homes in her
memory.
Our sincere condolences to the family; may her dear soul rest in
peace.
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Dates for KZN
events for 2016:
23 April

Yoga Day Pietermaritzburg

Teacher

Tracy Sue du Plessis

Organizers

Carol H and Naomi K

25 June

Open day

26 June

YYI Teachers workshop

Teacher

Doreen, Jeanette and Helen C (NEC
Gauteng)

Organizer

Mandy W

30 July

Durban North Day

Teachers/Organizers

Lesley S and Heather

20 August

Kuranta Morning Westville

Teachers

Rosemary M and Pam B

10 September

Yogathon Pinetown

Teacher

Ulinda Pembrooke

19 November

Assagay Yoga Morning

Teachers

Kath M and Bev
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Dates for LaVerna,
for 2016:
11 – 13 March
Teachers’ Workshop

12 – 14 August
All Welcome Seminar
04 – 06 November
Quiet Retreat
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FOUNDER:

The late Winnie Young

PRINCIPAL:

E-mail:

Isabel Ferreira
Tel: 011 680 2028
Cell:082 458 3144
Fax:086 516 0802
principal@youngyogainstitute.co.za

E-mail:

Jeanette Mayhew
Cell:083 325 5556
secretary@youngyogainstitute.co.za

E-mail

Laura Walden
Tel: 011 680 2028
Cell:073 659 1733
Fax:086 516 0802
treasurer@youngyogainstitute.co.za

SECRETARY:

TREASURER:

COMMUNICATIONS:
E-mail:

Helen Charlesworth
Tel: 011 614 5530
Fax:086 523 5586
communications@youngyogainstitute.co.za

TUTORIAL DIRECTOR:

Doreen Smit
Cell 082 853 5528
Email:
tutorial@youngyogainstitute.co.za

FORUM EDITOR:

Melissa Neuhoff
Cell:076 0100 448
melissaglaubitz@hotmail.com OR
forum@youngyogainstitute.co.za

E-mail:
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YYI main bank account:
In the name of: Young Yoga Institute
ABSA account no. 9044935709
For payment of subs and seminar deposits,etc.
Book Fund Bank account:
In the name of Young Yoga Institute Book Fund
ABSA account no: 9253912536
For payment of all books purchased

